Pontiac g6 issues

One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the Pontiac G6 is when it has no heat
coming from the heater. Not having a functioning heater makes driving much less comfortable,
and can be a sign of certain issues. At the simplest level, there are two main reasons why the
heater is not working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it has something to do with the
coolant getting to the heater core, or the heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the
heater works by passing hot coolant from the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core.
At this point, the blower motor blows air across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the
driver and passengers. If the heater has stopped working in your G6, this process has failed in
one way or another. There is almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator
cap off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have
reason to believe that the hose going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not
having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your G6 to not be
able to create enough heat. You can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at
the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube
coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does
this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from
entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck
open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the engine. If your G6 has a built in
temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit of
driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without
the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so
watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the heater core. They both should
feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is
cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any
heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your
temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming
from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of
gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad
can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info above about how and why a heater
would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to
leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having enough coolant may make your engine
run hotter, it can also cause your G6 to not be able to create enough heat. Heater Core The
heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine
is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having
issues with the water pump. Think of how brake lights are supposed to work -- then reverse it.
The brake lights turn on when you're cruising and turn off when you actually stop the car. That's
the simplest way to describe this extremely dangerous problem. The real reason this is
happening has to do with voltage fluctuations in the brake apply sensor circuit. The fluctuations
create erorrs in the circuit that can cause problems with the brake lights, cruise control, traction
control, electronic stability control sensing a control theme here? Thankfully this dangerous
issue was covered in May as part of a recall of 2. Here's a timeline of how an investigation led to
a recall:. Maybe you've experienced this problem. Maybe you're concerned you will soon.
Whatever the reason, here's a handful of things you can do to make sure it gets the attention it
deserves. Major class action law firms use this data when researching cases. Their focus is on
safety-related issues. Problems G6 Brake Lights Possessed. The problem is known to have
caused thousands of complaints and at least 13 accidents. OK, Now What? File Your Complaint
CarComplaints. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace
of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles
with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Pontiac G6 problems occur, check out our
car reliability stats. All years. Pontiac G6 repairs by problem area. Pontiac G6 transmission
repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart
based on 31 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty,
do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Replaced torque converter
clutch spring warranty. Dealer installed additive in transmission warranty. Dealer replaced
entire torque converter warranty. Mechanic said they are using a new "More viscous"
transmission fluid now so that's normal operation. Weak reverse and poor upshift. Under
warranty - no cost. Also replaced radiator. A cooling line broke, replaced both. Manuel shifter
will not go into reverse. They replaced the shifter and gave me the car back after 10 days, and
then it was difficult to put into first gear. Gave it back for two additional days to repair.
Completed shifter repair. First time at , second at dealer fixed for deduct same problem, almost
same miles - wouldn't help. Replaced the fittings. Part replaced. Took to dealer they
recommended a new transmission as something was broken inside. See TrueDelta's

information for all Pontiac models. Pontiac G6 Transmission Problems See our lemon odds and
nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Car
would shudder under load in fourth gear. Torque converter clutch locks and unlocks about
every 5 seconds while driving between 40 and 60 MPH. Transmission was repaired under
extended factory warranty at no cost to me. Manual transmission sometimes lands in reverse
when selecting first gear. Automatic Transmission Shift Linkage broke. Replaced transmission
due to coolant leaking in from the transmission cooler. Key sticks in the ignition and won't
come out. Second time for trans. Independent trans shop said that's been a problem with that
trans also radiator leaking again. Transmission cooler lines at the transmission were leaking.
Replaced Axel due to damages from previous repairs aging possibly and Tie Rods.
Transmission started making a loud whining noise when shifting. Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent
to subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any problems with their cars
that occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify problems that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical model has about to samples for
each model year. For some model years, typically those of older or less popular cars, we do not
have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical confidence. There are several
ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a car. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. Used Pontiac G6 Change Vehicle. The G6 is a mediocre car at best,
particularly with the four-cylinder engine. This powerplant is noisy and provides just adequate
acceleration. The V6 is quieter and performs better. Both suffer from sloppy handling at their
limits, difficult cabin access, an uncomfortable rear seat, subpar interior materials, and a wide
turning circle. There are 3 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls.
No Detailed Data Available Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire
that is sent to subscribers. A joint bearing that fails prematurely may cause separation of the
u-joint resulting in a complete loss of steering control, increasing the risk of a crash. Read
Recall Details. Dorman Products, Inc. Dorman is recalling certain replacement intermediate
steering shafts sold under the Dorman, OE Solutions, and Solutions brand names, part numbers
, , and , for installation on Chevrolet Malibu, Pontiac G6, and Saturn Aura vehicles. The affected
steering shafts may have a yoke that inadequately supports the u-joint bearing resulting in a
premature failure. What should you do:. Dorman will notify owners, and dealers will refund the
purchase price or replace the steering shafts, free of charge. The recall began in September
Owners may contact Dorman customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. Any of the above failure conditions increases the risk of a crash. General Motors
LLC GM is recalling certain model year Chevrolet Malibu vehicles manufactured May 16, ,
through October 11, , Malibu Maxx vehicles manufactured June 25, , through April 5, , Pontiac
G6 vehicles manufactured May 26, , through January 4, , and Saturn Aura vehicles
manufactured April 24, , through May 26, These fluctuations can cause one or more of these
conditions: the brake lights to illuminate without the brake pedal being pushed; the brake lights
to not illuminate when the pedal is pushed; difficulty disengaging the cruise control; moving the
gear shifter out of the 'PARK' position without pushing the brake; and disablement of crash
avoidance features such as traction control, electronic stability control, and panic braking
assist features. GM will notify owners, and dealers will attach the wiring harness to the BCM
with a spacer, apply dielectric lubricant to both the BCM and harness connector and the BAS
and harness connector, and will relearn the brake pedal home position, free of charge. The
manufacturer distributed an Interim letter to customers on July 14, The recall began on August
18, Owners may contact General Motors customer service at Chevrolet , Pontiac , Saturn. GM's
number for this recall is If the tabs were to fracture and separate, the shift lever and the actual
position of the transmission gear may not match. General Motors GM is recalling certain model
year Saturn Aura and model year Chevrolet Malibu and Pontiac G6 vehicles, equipped with a
4-speed automatic transmission. On these vehicles, the tabs on the transmission shift cable end
may fracture and separate. GM will notify owners, and dealers will install a retainer over the
cable end or replace the shift cable as necessary. This service will be performed free of charge.
Notification to owners began on on November 9, Owners were instructed to not bring their

vehicles for repair until January Owners may contact General Motors at General Motors safety
recall number Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a
questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any
problems with their cars that occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify
problems that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical
model has about to samples for each model year. For some model years, typically those of older
or less popular cars, we do not have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical
confidence. There are several ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a
car. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Pontiac G6 Change Vehicle. The G6 is a
mediocre car at best, particularly with the four-cylinder engine. This powerplant is noisy and
provides just adequate acceleration. The V6 is quieter and performs better. Both suffer from
sloppy handling at their limits, difficult cabin access, an uncomfortable rear seat, subpar
interior materials, and a wide turning circle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. View Recalls. No Detailed Data Available Consumer Reports obtains its
reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. A joint bearing that fails
prematurely may cause separation of the u-joint resulting in a complete loss of steering control,
increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details. Dorman Products, Inc. Dorman is recalling
certain replacement intermediate steering shafts sold under the Dorman, OE Solutions, and
Solutions brand names, part numbers , , and , for installation on Chevrolet Malibu, Pontiac G6,
and Saturn Aura vehicles. The affected steering shafts may have a yoke that inadequately
supports the u-joint bearing resulting in a premature failure. What should you do:. Dorman will
notify owners, and dealers will refund the purchase price or replace the steering shafts, free of
charge. The recall began in September Owners may contact Dorman customer service at
Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Any of the above failure conditions
increases the risk of a crash. General Motors LLC GM is recalling certain model year Chevrolet
Malibu vehicles manufactured May 16, , through October 11, , Malibu Maxx vehicles
manufactured June 25, , through April 5, , Pontiac G6 vehicles manufactured May 26, , through
January 4, , and Saturn Aura vehicles manufactured April 24, , through May 26, These
fluctuations can cause one or more of these conditions: the brake lights to illuminate without
the brake pedal being pushed; the brake lights to not illuminate when the pedal is pushed;
difficulty disengaging the cruise control; moving the gear shifter out of the 'PARK' position
without pushing the brake; and disablement of crash avoidance features such as traction
control, electronic stability control, and panic braking assist features. GM will notify owners,
and dealers will attach the wiring harness to the BCM with a spacer, apply dielectric lubricant to
both the BCM and harness connector and the BAS and harness connector, and will relearn the
brake pedal home position, free of charge. The manufacturer distributed an Interim letter to
customers on July 14, The recall began on August 18, Owners may contact General Motors
customer service at Chevrolet , Pontiac , Saturn. GM's number for this recall is If the
transmission shift cable fractures while the vehicle is being driven, the transmission gear
selection may not match the indicated gear and the vehicle may move in an unintended or
unexpected direction, increasing the risk of a crash. A vehicle rollaway increases the risk of
injury to exiting occupants and bystanders. On May 22, , GM increased the recall to include an
additional 1,, model year Chevrolet Malibu vehicles manufactured from May 16, , through
October 5, , model year Malibu Maxx vehicles manufactured from June 25, , through April 5, ,
and model year Pontiac G6 vehicles manufactured from May 26, , through September 28, , and
equipped with 4-speed transmissions. The total number vehicles being recalled is now 1,, GM
will notify owners, and GM dealers will replace the shift cable assembly and mounting bracket,
free of charge. The manufacturer has not yet provided a notification schedule. Owners may
contact General Motors at If power steering assist is lost, greater driver effort would be required
to steer the vehicle at low speeds, increasing the risk of a crash. In the affected vehicles, there
may be a sudden loss of electric power steering EPS assist that could occur at any time while

driving. GM will notify owners, and dealers will perform one of four bulletins. Parts are not
currently available. GM expects to send an interim notification around May 28, When parts are
available, owners will be mailed a second letter to come in to have the applicable bulletin
applied. Dealers will replace the EPS motor. Dealers will replace the torque sensor assembly.
Dealers will replace the torque sensor assembly and EPS motor controller unit. Dealers will
replace the EPS motor controller unit. The recall began on July 17, Owners may contact
Chevrolet at , Saturn at , and Pontiac at G
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M's number for this recall is N If the tabs were to fracture and separate, the shift lever and the
actual position of the transmission gear may not match. General Motors GM is recalling certain
model year Saturn Aura and model year Chevrolet Malibu and Pontiac G6 vehicles, equipped
with a 4-speed automatic transmission. On these vehicles, the tabs on the transmission shift
cable end may fracture and separate. GM will notify owners, and dealers will install a retainer
over the cable end or replace the shift cable as necessary. This service will be performed free of
charge. Notification to owners began on on November 9, Owners were instructed to not bring
their vehicles for repair until January General Motors safety recall number Show More. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

